
THE GUERILLA BOPS – Weißt Du noch?  
 
In isolation, the imagination unfolds and occasionally spills over. Since the beginning of the 
year, the GUERILLA BOPS have been working on a program called “Life on Planet Bop” in 
which they will bring a little universe on stage. Together with puppet creatures by Anna 
Paniccia, Danny Exnar and Hubl Greiner will create their own bop world. 
 
“Weißt Du noch?” (Do you remember?) originated in the Corona-Lockdown of 2020. 
Instead of being able to meet in our studio in a remote barn in the mountains of the 
Vosges, we had to stay home in our own apartments in Basel and Konstanz. The song that 
Danny wrote resonates with the crazy time of the lockdown - the longing to go outside, to 
meet friends, to the sea, Italy and road trips to foreign countries. No rehearsals together, 
no jamming - no evenings cooking and drinking beer together - during the Corona-
lockdown, everything was different. 
 
“What is left for us now: The capsule, the space and the time.” 
 
The song is a swan song for life as we knew it and at the same time an encouragement to 
set off to distant planets. Originally, the title of the song was “Preparing for Departure.” Our 
living room became the cockpit of our spaceship for our mindtravels, as if taken out of a 
story by Stanisław Lem.

Once the border between Switzerland and Germany was open again, we took this 
opportunity to see each other and film a music video for the song. 
 
“Weißt Du noch?” is the first part of our album “Life on Planet Bop” that will tell an ongoing 
story.

Anna Paniccia – Puppets
Danny Exnar – Keys
Hubl Greiner – Drums, Laptop

SONG

Written by Danny Exnar, arranged by Danny Exnar, Hubl Greiner 
Produced, mixed and mastered by Hubl Greiner 
  
VIDEO 
Produced and edited by Hubl Greiner 
Camera by Claudia Knupfer, Anna Paniccia, Hubl Greiner, Andreas Schwald.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2vs4N4hzCg

https://www.hubl.com/the-guerilla-bops.html
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